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Making Lemonade: The Potential of Increased Peer Metadata Training among Cultural Heritage Professionals

Ingrid Schneider (ingschne@nmsu.edu)
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Abstract

This paper explores training in metadata creation for digital collections among cultural heritage communities in the context of a challenging economic and professional development climate. It is the author’s experience that many cultural heritage professionals from smaller institutions have not had the resources to obtain training in the standards and best practices necessary for building and maintaining digital collections that are robust and interoperable outside of their local context. This paper draws on theory and personal experience to propose that larger institutions should assist their smaller counterparts through localized peer training programs, and that the benefits drawn from these programs may position cultural heritage institutions to better innovate and adapt to the ever-changing information landscape.
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Introduction

In 2009, I was approached by colleagues at the University of New Mexico (NMU) about creating a small, informal, and most importantly, very low-cost metadata training day for members of cultural heritage institutions in New Mexico. The idea was inspired by a two-day training course for members of the UNM’s digital collection in celebration of the upcoming State centennial. UNM covered the cost of a trainer from the Bibliographic Center for Research (BCR), and asked only that the attendees cover their travel expenses.

New Mexico Metadata Day, as we called our training, was composed of three presentations. The presentation covered general information on metadata in a number of contexts, including specific information on the Dublin Core Metadata Scheme and the Open Access Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). The initial training sessions were held in Albuquerque and Las Cruces, New Mexico, and attracted cultural heritage professionals from around the State and West Texas.

New Mexico Metadata Day was a success and to date the material has been offered five times, once being specifically requested by the University of New Mexico’s Information Technologies Department. Attendees from all sessions expressed their appreciation for giving them an opportunity for metadata training that they may not have had otherwise. This appreciation, along with the fact of the presentation actually being requested by an IT department, made me realize that this kind of peer training could play a larger role in helping institutions of all shapes and sizes prepare for, launch, and support robust digital collections.

Why We Need Additional Training in Metadata

Professional development opportunities are an important component in keeping professionals up-to-date in any field. One important reason that institutions building digital collections need
additional training is to facilitate the quality and interoperability of the collections. It is no longer news that data from cultural heritage collections are being accessed and used in ways cultural heritage professionals may never have dreamt of, and that standards and practices have developed to facilitate this access and use. The descriptive data of digital objects are “the hidden glue that holds a digitization project together and makes it available to users,” so it is vital that descriptions are created according to developed standards that allow resource sharing and access among other cultural heritage institutions and to the users of the collections. However, in networking with other cultural heritage professionals from around the country, I can say that awareness and training in these standards are still slow to trickle down to smaller institutions. The importance of the quality and interoperability of digital collections are not limited to academic libraries alone, hence reasons for both New Mexico Metadata Day and for this paper in addressing the larger sphere of cultural heritage institutions. I have met many cultural heritage professionals from small, stand-alone archives and museums who are as interested as their library peers in making their collections available digitally. While we may come from slightly different points of view, our missions are similar to one another. Also, data from our digital collections will inevitably mingle in cyberspace. Because, it is noted, “data exchange and reuse are hindered by inconsistencies in the data,” it is important for us to make sure that everyone in the cultural heritage community is committed to successful data creation.

Wisser and Hider found that metadata training was in high demand for continuing professional development. While much can and has changed in six years, the demand for metadata training is still high, especially given the growing importance of digital collections and changes in other areas of library operations. In a 2010 survey of metadata practices in academic and non-academic libraries, Lopatin found that while libraries have metadata specialists assigning metadata to digital objects a majority of the time, a substantial portion of the work of assigning metadata is done by a diverse population within libraries, including catalog librarians, paraprofessionals, special collections librarians and archivists, and, in some cases, systems librarians, subject specialists, temporary staff, students, and volunteers. It seems unlikely that institutions would be able to provide formalized metadata training for all of these various parties, and for those non-metadata specialists who have dedicated professional development funds, it seems likely that those funds would go to their primary job functions first.

The results of Lopatin’s study imply that there is already peer training happening internally in libraries that a larger, more formal inter-institutional peer training program may be able to supplement or improve. Lopatin’s study also indicates that there are still libraries creating metadata largely according to local practice that not yet factor interoperability into their metadata production. Of the institutions that responded to Lopatin’s survey, 83% of academic libraries and 66% of non-academic libraries were building their digital collections and creating their metadata with interoperability in mind. These are encouraging numbers, but the numbers of institutions not planning for interoperability are still substantial, and the practices of institutions that did not respond to the survey must also be considered.

The articles cited above refer specifically to libraries, but if we extrapolate the same kinds of issues to stand-alone archives and museums, the potential of localized peer training to fill the need for metadata training increases exponentially.

Why Localized Peer Training?

Peer training already accounts for many, if not most, of the professional development opportunities that exist within librarianship. The workshops and presentations found at professional conferences are generally conducted by librarians active in the field and many remote learning opportunities are presented by active librarians, sponsored by non-profit library organizations. However, our limited resources are at the mercy of an economy in the United States that went bad, got worse, and then got ridiculous. At the same time, as Lubas, Schneider and Jackson suggest, “the rapid proliferation of resources and vastly changed user expectations resulting from technological improvements have added to
what cultural heritage professionals must achieve within their limited resources, and changed the speed at which they are expected to make resources available.”9 We find ourselves in a situation where lifelong learning is imperative in order to keep pace with an ever expanding amount of information.10 Concomitantly, continuing education opportunities, whether in-person or remote, are becoming ever more expensive and fewer and fewer of us have the resources to pursue the necessary knowledge.

Brown and Hammond defined peer training as “education for a specific group that is led by members of that group,” and asserted that peer training “offers unique benefits that professional training does not…[because] there can be a strong identification between leader and group member and better leader understanding of group member perspective.”11 Other studies support the idea that peer training offers benefits over professional training in that trainers “with intermediate levels of expertise may be better suited to sharing expertise with novice because they are closer to the novices’ own experience.”12

Having trainers from the same peer group and who are closer to the learner’s level of experience can make a better training experience for both the trainer and for the learner. Manaka and Hughes assert that “learning is most effective when it takes place as a social activity.”13 Because the trainer can be perceived as a member of the same group as the learner, the learner may also see the peer trainer as less threatening and more approachable than a professional trainer.14 Reducing the fear of being seen as ignorant by a highly-experienced professional trainer can put the learner at ease, and make for a more informal and engaging training event. In turn, learners may interact with trainers more openly and in ways that help in evaluating and improving the presentations.

Senge found that “adults learn best when they are working on current, real-life challenges and exchanging feedback with others in similar situations.”15 Localized peer training may be more effective in that the information covered can be more readily linked contextually to collection areas and concerns common to both learners and trainers. To a certain extent, the learner’s day-to-day work can be incorporated into the course outline16 that will allow the learners to link the skills being taught to actual on-the-job situations.17

It these situations, likely trainers and learners are already socially familiar with each other. Many of the learners at New Mexico Metadata Day knew the trainers and knew each other and had already developed strong professional friendships. This factor may contribute significantly to the comfort level of both trainers and learners and enhance the benefits of peer training stated above.

Creating and Evaluating Localized Peer Training

Localized peer training can be created in a way that is easier to organize and be far less expensive than other forms of continuing professional development. Given that, peer training could become a regular activity for certain groups. The benefits, of course, would include timely knowledge about the rapid changes in the cultural heritage community without waiting and budgeting for professional travel and training. New Mexico Metadata Day was created in response to a specific need in the community and was small enough to be coordinated in ways that provided a great deal of convenience for everyone involved.

Our first step was to determine what information our colleagues would need to gain a basic understanding of metadata practices and to determine what knowledge each of us had that would help meet that need. Having multiple trainers allowed us to split the necessary content into smaller sections. This increased the focus that we could give our individual presentations and kept us from feeling overwhelmed by the amount and variety of material that needed to be covered.

Because we were planning the sessions with the aim of trying to provide training to those with fewer resources, we tried to keep things as cost effective and convenient for participants as possible. We planned two sessions based on the geography of the State. The first session was held...
in Albuquerque, New Mexico, a location fairly accessible to the populations of the northern and central portions of the State. We began the training at 10 a.m. with the hope that participants from the surrounding area would be able to drive to the event from their homes, thus avoiding hotel costs. We also planned training during the University of New Mexico’s Spring Break so that participants would have an easier time finding parking on campus. Finally, there was no charge for the training.

The second session was held in Las Cruces, New Mexico, a location chosen for its proximity to populations in the extreme southern portion of the State. It is also close to El Paso, Texas, and the Las Cruces session had participants from West Texas. Again, it began at 10 a.m. and was planned during New Mexico State University’s Spring Break.

The sessions also proved to be cost-effective for the hosting universities. Each library had meeting rooms that were available at no cost. Each library provided refreshments for the participants. Holding the meeting at the local university provided exposure for the hosting library, and for minimal cost. Overall, these events were substantially less expensive than what libraries individually or the community as a whole faced in bringing in a professional trainer or if they had to send employees to a professional conference.

Evaluating a localized peer training session can also be a fairly simple task. A feedback survey was emailed to participants from both sessions shortly after the events. This survey contained both open-ended and closed questions regarding the metadata knowledge participants brought to the session, how they thought the training would benefit them in the future, and what knowledge they gained from the session.

There was a 26% response rate for the survey, and while that may be low for formal presentation or publication purposes, it was invaluable to us. Responses allowed us to speculate on the amount of metadata knowledge that had existed in the state, whether institutions were considering digital collections in their near or distant futures, and how cultural heritage professionals viewed the importance of metadata in digital collections.

Most importantly, however, it provided us with insight into how we could fine-tune the various aspects of our sessions in the future, including ways to provide a better explanation of what the session would entail, the skill level for which it was intended and ways that we could make the session more relevant and engaging. The material has been presented three times since the initial Albuquerque and Las Cruces offerings. The survey and other types of participant feedback
has allowed, and while the survey was not conducted for these subsequent offerings, what we learned has allowed to view the events from a user perspective and to better judge the success of the sessions and to fine-tune.

**Successful Peer Training Programs in Cultural Heritage Literature**

Accounts of other successful peer training programs in cultural heritage institutions appear to be few and far between, but they do exist. The North Carolina Exploring Cultural Heritage Online (NC ECHO) project is an excellent example of cultural heritage institutions in a geographical area working together to create standardization among their digital collections, and how using peer training helps ensure that standardization. NC ECHO began with a comprehensive survey of the cultural heritage collections in the State, the results of which were used in the development of a program that included “education and outreach opportunities [and] the development and maintenance of standards and guidelines for digitization.”

Another example comes from Canada, from what one may call the “other side of the digital collection universe,” in that the data in question is governmental data rather than cultural heritage descriptive data. Technological advances in the early 1990s changed the way the Canadian government looked at government publishing. This gave rise to the Data Liberation Initiative (DLI) in 1996. Members of the DLI traveled throughout Canada using peer training programs to train the academic librarians who would be implementing and supporting the initiative on a local level. As there were few experienced data librarians in Canada at the time, DLI trainers found themselves training librarians not only to work with the new system but also to become trainers in the system themselves. Once librarians had received training from the DLI core trainers, they were able to conduct similar sessions on a more regional basis. In this way, training was spread throughout Canada and a community of skilled data specialists was ultimately created.

An example of peer training from beyond the field of digital librarianship comes from the “COIL on Wheels” program. COIL, the “Community of Oklahoma Instruction Librarians,” is a special interest group of the Oklahoma chapter of Association of College and Research Libraries. In 2007, COIL librarians responded reduced budgets for professional development opportunities by building a program where librarians from around the State could request presentations or workshops on certain topics. Willing librarians in COIL with the necessary knowledge would create and present sessions on topics requested by other library groups in the region.

Research shows that there are many other examples of peer training in other types of institutions and industries but those cited here are particularly illustrative of training issues relevant to cultural heritage institutions. These cases are notably successful and sustained programs and are especially compelling for their cost-effectiveness. These examples show that with a “teachable spirit, [and] a genuine interest in helping people succeed” we can fulfill needs in our community and in build meaningful, long-lasting programs.

**Conclusion**

Clearly, the benefits to metadata peer training are significant: cost effectiveness, simple to develop, locally relevant, expanded knowledge base and skill level, increase access and interoperability of cultural heritage collections, professional experience for trainers. The approach to professional development represents a dramatic case of making lemonade when a poor economy delivers lemons. By expanding peer training in digital and metadata librarianship and to archives and museums in the areas where our missions and goals overlap, we may be able fill in the gaps in professional development. We may be able, as a whole field, to innovate at a pace closer to that of the rest of the digital world, and to stake a better claim in the new information society. Using localized peer training at these grassroots levels to create connections, to inspire collaboration, and to ensure that knowledge and training are spread to all at a quicker pace is key in realizing new potentials.
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